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Teachers’ Guide (Science)
Rationale for the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education':

The world has faced an unprecedented grim situation (COVID-19) starting from the end of 2019,
continuing in 2020, that has played havoc and has left bitter marks which will be etched on the memory of
mankind for centuries to come.
The repercussions of this pandemic have been felt in all disciplines of life including economy, education,
habits, cultural norms, health care services, etc. so severely that the world finds itself helpless. Institutes
imparting education had to modify and adapt their educational services strategies to cope with the new
challenges after the closure of these institutes for about 6 months in Pakistan. Under the directions of the
Government of Punjab, the Curriculum & Textbook Board of the province decided to initiate an
'Accelerated Learning Program' to speed up the teaching and learning activities and to make up for the
time lapse the education field has had to face due to (COVID-19).
Journey from ALP to the need-based and time-bound COVID -19 Accelerated Response for Education:
The first step in responding to the challenge of school closure due to COVID 19 was to devise an
Accelerated Learning Programme for grades 1 to 8. It was deemed important to select three major subjects
of study vis a vis English, Mathematics and Science and address all major and important skills and concepts
within these areas of study in the most effective manner. Subsequently, it was the Herculean task to
squeeze a nine-month syllabus of study into a five-month period, keeping in view skills development,
conceptual understanding, horizontal and vertical alignment of the Student Learning Outcomes and a
gradual but logical progression of concepts for all grade levels.
Lesson Plans as a manifestation of the Accelerated Learning Programme:
In the next step, SLOs were aligned with the material and exercises of the textbooks which ultimately
culminated into the development of Lesson Plans. These lesson plans will be shared with you on a rolling
basis. It is expected that these plans will act as a ready resource for teachers to achieve learning outcomes
in an efficient and effective way. Along with the Lesson Plans, it was decided to develop age-appropriate
and engaging worksheets that would benefit students and act as a reservoir for reinforcement of skills and
concepts taught in class. Therefore, subject experts were engaged to undertake the daunting task of
reshaping and reconfiguring the syllabuses for Mathematics, Science and English.
It has been ensured that the lesson plans are aligned with the level of students and the demand of the
Student Learning Outcome. The focus, during this entire exercise, has also been to oversee that classroom
instruction is aligned with the goals and objectives of curriculum. Every effort has been made to help foster
positive attitudes among students towards learning. Yet another purpose of this exercise is to help
teachers create a healthy learning environment in classrooms that is lacking due to the pandemic.
It is a known fact that proper and well thought out lesson planning serves as a checklist that guides
teachers to be systematic in the effective delivery of their lessons. Equipping teachers with a systematic,
cohesive and an organized breakdown of the syllabus and providing them with well-planned lessons is in a
bid to help them be prepared to take on any unforeseen challenges during the process of teaching and
learning. Notwithstanding, lesson plans serve as historical documents of teaching practices whereby
teachers have a point of reference to look back, reorganize and update their lesson for future usage.
Moreover, well thought out lesson plans help teachers to address challenges during lessons and employ
pedagogies that enhance and consolidate learning. Not only this, but a good lesson plan minimizes the
negative effects of learning on students, in case of teacher absence, as a cover teacher can deliver the
lesson using the guidelines elaborated upon in the plan. Just like every good game needs a plan to win,
similarly, every teacher needs a good plan to achieve lesson objectives. Last but not the least lesson
planning prevents the over-reliance on textbooks, as direct and the only material for teaching.
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The newly developed lesson plans are a highly effective, contextualised and easy to use resource that will
serve as a practical tool for public sector teachers. It is hoped that teachers find the lesson plans highly
useful, productive and that they are able to experience visible outcome-oriented learning that is concrete
and enduring. Also, these plans are based on collaborative, interactive, and inquiry-based methodologies
and approaches to make the classroom learning more effective, vibrant and engaging. Based on low cost,
no cost material, these lesson plans can be applied with little effort and gain a lot of benefit for both
teachers and students in terms of learning and conceptual understanding.
The primary focus of the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education' has not only been on developing
lesson plans that address Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover
concepts, it has been ensured that plans are sequentially sub-divided in three major domains:
Ÿ Teaching
Ÿ Assessment
Ÿ Reinforcement
To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both teachers and learners get the
most out of the plans, it is suggested that time to each domain is allocated in the following percentage
while delivering them:
Ÿ Teaching 75%
Ÿ Assessment 15%
Ÿ Reinforcement 10%
An emphasis on bolstering concepts and skills through Worksheets:
Further to the above, worksheets have also been prepared to supplement and complement all SLOs
mentioned in the textbook. Like the lesson plans, the worksheets will also be shared with you on a rolling
basis. Each worksheet provides practice and strengthens conceptual clarity. Moreover, these worksheets
are aimed at keeping the students engaged in positive and productive activities while at home.
Gaining the most out of the Worksheets:
As mentioned above, the purpose of the worksheets is to consolidate and clarify concepts, but they can
also be used as:
Ÿ Assessment for learning
Ÿ Additional resource to be used in class
Ÿ Sample activities for teachers to replicate and devise their own worksheets on similar line.
Tips for Teachers:
To optimize these developed lesson plans, it is advisable for teachers to:
Ø go through and comprehend the relevant lesson plan well (Read and understand the text at least
twice)
Ø keep the relevant textbook with you when going through the plan
Ø read and comprehend the relevant chapter
Ø make notes if required
Ø ensure the availability of mentioned resources
Ø highlight the SLO's, progression of activities, stages, transitions, and key points
Ø visualize your actual classroom, space, seating plan and challenges
Ø foresee the organization of group, pair or individual work
Ø play the role of facilitator, leader and manager
Ø try your best to execute the lesson plan in its true spirit
Ø ensure proper time management
Ø adapt activity, if it is unavoidable
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Ø Use teacher's discretion in implementation of the lesson i.e if you feel that a concept needs more

time, you may extend the lesson to the next period
Ø Wrap up the lesson with good spirit leaving a positive message.

Components of Lesson Plans:
Common elements in plans for lessons or units of study are a title/topic/problem, identification of Student
Learning Outcomes (SLOs), a sequence of learning activities including introductory, developmental and
concluding activities, a list of materials to be used and assessment strategies.
Choosing the Topic:. You can choose a topic from the textbook, a skill such as information gathering, a
value such as peace, a current affair topic or an area of special concern such as the environment.
Identifying Student learning Outcomes (SLOs) from the Curriculum. The national curriculum has
identified the Student Learning Outcomes to be achieved for each topic (if you do not have access to the
National Curriculum document for the subject you are teaching you could develop SLOs yourself).
Identifying the Student Learning Outcomes helps you to clarify the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values
to be developed. Choose only one to three SLOs to develop your lesson (many more for a unit plan).
Development: Learning Activities:
Introductory Activities:
Introductory activities are designed to introduce the topic, a sub-topic or to establish connection with the
previous lesson. They are designed to build readiness, create interest, raise questions and explore what
children already know about the topic, recall relevant information, motivate students and focus their
attention on the topic/theme/problem to be studied. Introductory activities include arrangement of
pictures and other times that stimulate interest and questions. It may be based on the teacher posing
questions, stating a problem or a dilemma, reading a poem or story, or inviting a guest speaker.
Developmental Activities:
Developmental activities should grow out of the introductory activities. There should be smooth
transitions between the activities to provide a smooth learning sequence. These activities are designed to
realize the Student Learning Outcomes. They introduce new concepts, skills and values or build on past
learning and should be linked with each other. They should flow from data gathering or intake activities to
data organizing activities, to demonstrative or applicative activities, and move on to creative and
expressive activities. Data gathering or intake activities provide the needed input to handle questions and
hypotheses. Organizing activities helps structure and summarize information. Applicative or
demonstrative activities extend learning and develop the ability to use concepts and skills. Creative and
expressive activities enrich learning and develop the ability to improvise and apply learning in original
ways.
Concluding Activities:
Concluding activities are activities that serve to consolidate, summarize, or facilitate students' application
of knowledge and skills to a new situation. They are generally related to the main idea of the lesson.
Material Resources:
A key part of planning is to ensure the resources required to impart the lesson effectively. Resources are
planned, identified, developed, or adapted for both teachers and students
Assessment of Learning: Assessment strategies tell us how well or to what extent the student learning
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment of learning is important in all phases of the lesson/unit from
introduction to conclusion. A variety of tools can be used to assess the realization of the chosen Learning
Outcomes. Some of these will be prepared as part of the learning activities, for example, the drawing and
labelling of a map, the checklist for evaluating a discussion, the final written report. Other tools such as
tests can be prepared ahead of time as well.
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Assessment/Evaluation:

This section focuses on ensuring that your students have arrived at their intended destination. Teachers
need to gather some evidence that they did.
A teacher, at this stage, should ask herself/himself:
Ÿ 'How will I evaluate Student Learning Outcomes that were identified?'
Ÿ 'What mode of assessment will give me the most accurate and clear picture of my students' learning
and progress?
Ÿ 'What gaps have I identified in learning that need to be rethought, and reassessed?'
Ÿ 'How can I make my assessment of students reliable and valid?'
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Grade 8
Lesson 1

PHYSICAL QUANTITIES
Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Define a physical quantity with examples.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1:

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ The quantities which can be measured are called physical quantities.
Ÿ Length, mass, time, volume, etc., are the examples of physical quantities.
Ÿ Physical quantities have at least two things in common. One is the size or magnitude and the other
is the unit in which the quantity is measured.
Ÿ For example, to describe a brick, its length, width, height, and mass are measured. These are called
physical quantities.

Material/Resources Required
Charts, five copies of activity sheet, calculators, pens/pencils, writing board, textbook, measuring tape,
bricks, measuring cylinder, wall clock, cardboard, etc.
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Grade 8
Lesson 1
5 minutes

Introduction

The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, “How far is your school from your home?”
Expected answer: 2km, 3km, 4km etc.).
Ÿ say “How long is the duration of a day?”
Expected answer: 24 hours
Ÿ explain that such questions can be answered only when you are able to measure the physical
quantities like length, mass, time, volume, etc.
Ÿ then introduce the topic and will say, “today we will learn about physical quantities”.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ divide the class into five groups.
Ÿ ask each group to work on the following activity sheet.
Ÿ ask students to record their responses on the activity sheet.
Class Ac vity Sheet
Group No……………………….……
S.No.

Statement

1.

What is the height of a
student chair?

2.

What is the width of your
classroom door?

3.

What is the me on the
clock?

Answer

2

Unit

Symbol
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Grade 8
Lesson 1
Ÿ ensure that every student in the group respond to questions given in the activity sheet.
Ÿ Once each group complete their work, the teacher will ask them to share their work with the other
groups to see what they have done.
Ÿ now randomly ask students from different groups to share their measurements.
Ÿ appreciate students for their correct responses and will provide feedback where required.
Ÿ conclude that you have measured i.e length, mass, and time which are physical quantities.

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

At the end of lesson, the teacher will summarize the topic as:
Ÿ The definition of physical quantities.
Ÿ Examples of physical quantities like length, mass, time, volume, etc.
Ÿ Physical quantities have at least two things in common. One is the size or magnitude and the other is
the unit in which the quantity is measured.
Ÿ For example, to describe a brick, its length, width, height, and mass are measured. These are called
physical quantities.
5 minutes

Assessment
The teacher will ask the following questions to assess students' learning:
Ÿ What are physical properties?
Ÿ Give some examples of physical properties.
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Grade 8
Lesson 1
5 minutes

Homework

The teacher will write the following questions on the board as homework and ask the students to write
short answers to these questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. What are the two things in common which every physical quantity has?
Q.2. How can we describe a brick?
Q.3. Give some examples of physical properties.
Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a work sheet (GRADE 8, G. Science, WORKSHEET # 1, Lesson 1). Please make sure
that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish lecture. Please also make sure that explain the instructions of attempting the
worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 2

METER RULE

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Select and use measuring instruments.
Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Measuring instruments are used to measure various physical quantities such as length, mass, time
and volume etc.
Ÿ We shall now describe some measuring instruments used in the laboratory.
Ÿ A metre rule is one metre long graduated stick. It is usually used to measure the length of an object
or distance between two points.
Ÿ A metre rule is divided into 100 equal parts, each part is equal to one centimetre as shown in figure
8.1 at page # 116 of the textbook.
Ÿ Each centimetre is further divided into 10 millimetres. Thus, a metre rule can measure the length of
an object correct up to one millimetre.
Ÿ While measuring length or distance between two points, eye must be kept vertically above the
reading point as shown in shown in figure 8.2 (a) at page # 116 of the textbook.
Ÿ If the eye is positioned either left or right to the measuring point shown in figure 8.2 (b) at page #
116 of the textbook, the reading will become doubtful.
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Grade 8
Lesson 2
Material/Resources Required
white board, four activity sheets, metre rule, glass plate.

5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever measured any length or distance?
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask the students, how you have measured the length or distance?

Expected answer: length and distance can be measured with the help of measuring tape, meter rod
and scale.
Ÿ ask, what are the other units of measurements?
Expected response: mass is measured in Kg, oil is measured in litres, length is measured in metres or
kilometre.
Ÿ say, today we will learn how to measure the length or distance by using metre rule.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
Ÿ divide the class into four groups and instruct them to perform an activity.
Ÿ measure the length of a plate with the help of a metre rule.
Ÿ ask, to position your eye vertically above the reading mark on the scale.
Ÿ tell, you would get an accurate measurement only when you read the molecule.

Ÿ measure the same length from wrong positions of the eye as shown in the figures below.
Ÿ explain that the position of an eye will give you an incorrect reading.
Ÿ also explain that an error due to wrong position of eye is called parallax error.
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Grade 8
Lesson 2

Ÿ ask the students to read at page 116 of their textbook and develop their understanding.
Ÿ circulate the following activity sheet in all groups and ask them to complete it.

Activity sheet
Provide short answers to the following questions:
1

For what purpose measuring instruments are used?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.

What is measured with the help of metre rule?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.

What is the right position for measurement?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.

What is minimum length can be measured with the help of metre rule?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Grade 8
Lesson 2
5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

Ÿ Teacher will explain that measuring instruments are used to measure various physical quantities
such as length, mass, time and volume in daily life and laboratory.
Ÿ A metre rule is one metre long graduated stick. It is usually used to measure the length of an object
or the distance between two points.
Ÿ A metre rule can measure the length of an object correct up to one millimetre.
Ÿ While measuring length or distance between two points, eye must be kept vertically above the
reading point.
Ÿ If the eye is positioned either left or right to the measuring point, the reading will become doubtful.
5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ For what purpose do we use metre rule?
Ÿ What is the correct position to measure at metre rule?
Ÿ What is the range of measurement on metre rule?

5 minutes

Homework
The teacher will ask students to write answers of the following questions:
Q.1. Define metre rule.
Q.2. Briefly explain the mechanism of measurement on metre rule.
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a work sheet (GRADE 8, G. Science, WORKSHEET # 2, Lesson 2). Please make sure
that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting the
worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 3

MEASURING CYLINDER

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Measure the volume of liquid by reading correct meniscus.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ A measuring cylinder is used to measure the volume of a liquid.
Ÿ It is made of glass or transparent plastic.
Ÿ It has a scale in milliliter (ml) or cubic centimeter (cm3) along its length. That is why, it is also called
graduated cylinder.
Ÿ Measuring cylinders of different capacities (from 5 ml to 500 ml) are usually available in the school's
laboratory.
Ÿ To measure the correct volume of a liquid, cylinder must be placed on horizontal surface and the
eye should be kept on the level with the bottom of the meniscus (curved surface) as shown in Figure
8.3 (a) of the textbook at page # 118.

Material/Resources Required
Writing board, marker, charts, cylinder, liquid e.g. water, milk four activity sheets etc.
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Grade 8
Lesson 3

5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, “have you ever measured the volume of a liquid”?
Expected response: yes
Ÿ ask them, “how the volume of a liquid can be measured”?

Expected response: “The volume of a liquid can be measured with the help of some pots such as
jug, glass, bottle etc.”
Ÿ tell that you can also measure the volume a liquid in a science laboratory by using the measuring
cylinder.
Ÿ show the measuring cylinder or its picture to students in case of non-availability in the laboratory.
Ÿ explain the meniscus and say that it is a curve formed on the surface of a molecular substance e.g.
water when it touches another material is called meniscus.
Ÿ the meniscus of most of the liquids curves downwards whereas meniscus of mercury curves
upwards.
Ÿ the correct way to read meniscus is to position the eye at the
same level as the meniscus.
Ÿ when you put a liquid into a container, the attractive force
between liquid and container is greater than the attraction
between the individual liquid molecules due to which a curve is
formed on the surface of liquid which is called meniscus.
Ÿ say that today we will learn about “cylinder and its uses in liquid
measurement”.
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Grade 8
Lesson 3
20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity

The teacher will:
Ÿ divide the class into four groups to perform an activity.
Ÿ distribute the following activity sheet and ask each group to complete it.
Ÿ say that there are 10 measuring cylinders given in the activity sheet.
Ÿ ask students to measure the quantity of liquid (shaded part of the cylinder) given in the figures from
1 – 10 and write their answers in the space given below.
Ÿ ask each group to share their work with each other to know what others have done.
Ÿ randomly ask few students to present their work in front of the class.
Ÿ appreciate students for their correct responses and will help students where required.
Reading Graduated Cylinder
ACTIVITY SHEET
Write the reading shown by each graduated cylinder.

Ÿ After this activity is completed, ask students to answer the following questions:
1. Which cylinder (from Sr No.1 to 10) has maximum liquid?
Answer: Cylinder No…………..…………..…………..…………..
2. Which cylinder (from Sr No.1 to 10) has minimum liquid?
Answer: Cylinder No…………..…………..…………..…………..
3. Is the measuring capacity of all the above cylinders same?
Answer: .………….. …………..…………..…………..…………..
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Grade 8
Lesson 3

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up
At the end of lesson, the teacher will summarize the topic as:
Ÿ Measuring cylinder is used to measure the volume of a liquid.
Ÿ There are two meniscus, upper meniscus and lower meniscus.

Ÿ To measure the correct volume of a liquid, cylinder must be placed on horizontal surface and the
eye should be kept on the level with the bottom of the meniscus (curved surface).

5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ What is meniscus?
Ÿ Define graduations on cylinder.

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. Define measuring cylinder.
Q.2. How volume of a liquid is measured by using measuring cylinder?
Q.3. Define the upper and lower meniscus of a liquid.
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a work sheet (GRADE 8, G. Science, WORKSHEET # 3, Lesson 3). Please make sure
that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting the
worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 4

FLASKS, PIPETTES

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Measure the volume of liquid by reading correct meniscus.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Flasks are laboratory vessels (containers). They are made of glass or plastic.
Ÿ Flasks are available in many shapes and sizes as shown in the figure 8.4 given below.
Ÿ Their sizes are specified by the volume they can hold.
Ÿ In a school's laboratory, these are usually available in the sizes of 50 mL, 100 mL, 250 mL, 500 mL and
1000 mL.
Ÿ These are graduated in the units of cubic centimeter (cc) or milliliters (mL).
Ÿ Flasks are used for making solutions.
Ÿ To measure the correct volume of a liquid, measuring flask must be placed on horizontal surface and
the eye should be kept on the level with the bottom of the meniscus (curved surface).
Ÿ A curve formed on the surface of a molecular substance e.g. water when it touches another
material is called meniscus.
Ÿ The meniscus of most of the liquids curves downwards whereas the meniscus of mercury curves
upwards.
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Grade 8
Lesson 4

Figure 8.4: Measuring ﬂasks
Pipette:
Ÿ Pipettes are commonly used in chemistry and biology laboratories to measure the volume of a
liquid in a smaller quantity.
Ÿ Pipettes have several shapes and sizes as shown in the figure 8.5 given below.
Ÿ These are graduated to a specific mark.
Ÿ These are commonly available in the sizes of 10 mL to 25 mL.
Ÿ Pipettes are made of glass or plastic.

Figure 8.5: Pipe es
Material/Resources Required
Writing board, markers, chart showing the figures of measuring flask and pipette, beaker, water, salt, flask
of different capacity.
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Grade 8
Lesson 4
5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, “have you measured different quantities of a liquid?”
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask, “how do you measure a very small amount of liquid”?
Expected response: yes/no.

Ÿ now show a pipette and say, “this apparatus is called pipette and is used to measure and transfer a
very small amount of liquid.”
Ÿ then show the flask and say “this is another apparatus used to keep and make solutions.”
Ÿ say, today we will study about “Flasks and Pipettes.”

20 minutes

Development

10 minutes

Activity 1
The teacher will:

Ÿ show a pipette to the class and say “this is a pipette, which is used to measure a small amount of
liquid.
Ÿ demonstrate, how a pipette is used to measure a very small amount of liquid from one container to
another.
Ÿ call a student to read the measuring quantity of the pipette.
Ÿ say, to read the values mentioned over pipette (say 5ml).
Ÿ tell, now transfer 5ml water from this beaker to another.
Ÿ ask student to suck the water with the help of pipette.
Ÿ ask student to put his/her thumb on pipette due to which water will stay in the pipette and transfer
it to empty beaker.
Ÿ tell a few more students to repeat this activity to reinforce the concept.
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Grade 8
Lesson 4
10 minutes

Activity 2
The teacher will:
Ÿ show flasks of different sizes.

Ÿ demonstrate that how to measure the amount of a liquid in flask through graduations on flask.
Ÿ show, these flasks are also used to make solutions.
Ÿ call a student to read the amount of water in the flask. The student will read and tell it to the class.
Ÿ ask, to put some salt in the water and shake it well.
Ÿ now ask, what is in the flask?

Expected response: “a salt solution”.
Ÿ say, now prepare a salt solution in this flask.
Ÿ call another student to prepare 30 ml salt solution. The student will take water and salt to prepare

30 ml of salt solution.
Ÿ say, similarly, we can prepare and measure different solutions in an apparatus.

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up
Ÿ Pipettes are used to measure a very small amount of liquid.
Ÿ Flasks are used in labs to measure, keep and for making solutions.

5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ Define pipette.
Ÿ Define flasks.
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Grade 8
Lesson 4

5 minutes

Homework
The teacher will ask students to answer the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. Write a short note on pipette.
Q.2. Write a short note on flasks.

Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a work sheet (GRADE 8, G. Science, WORKSHEET # 4, Lesson 4). Please make sure
that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting the
worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 5

SOURCES OF HEAT

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Describe the sources and effects of heat.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1
Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Heat is an essential requirement of life. In addition, to keep our bodies warm, we need heat for
ripening crops and fruits, keeping the Earth's environment warm, melting
of ice on the mountains and in the preparation of many industrial products.
Ÿ Sun is the biggest source of heat. Sun's heat reaches the Earth in the form of radiations. Solar
radiations keep the Earth environment warm at a suitable temperature for the survival of life as
shown in the figures 9.1 and 9.2 on page # 124 of the textbook.
Ÿ We keep our bodies warm and alive by the heat produced from the food during its
metabolism in the body cells.
Ÿ Heat is also produced by burning of wood, coal, oil and gas, etc. We cook food
(figures 9.3 on page # 124 of the textbook) and keep warm our rooms by the heat produced by
burning of wood and natural gas, etc.
Ÿ Heat produced by the burning of coal and oil etc. is used to produce electricity in thermal power
stations as shown in figure 9.4 on page # 124 of the textbook.
Ÿ Electricity is also used to produce heat as shown in figure 9.5 on page # 124 of the textbook.
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Grade 8
Lesson 5
Material/Resources Required
Writing board, board marker, textbook, six activity sheets, flow sheet diagram of sources of heat.

5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever felt cold?
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask the student, what do you do when you feel cold?
Expected response: we keep warm our bodies.
Ÿ ask, how do you keep warm your bodies?

Expected response: we sit outside, basks sun, sit near burning of fire and take blanket etc.
Ÿ ask, is there any object which feel heat and cold other than the living organism?
Expected response: yes, we have seen hot and cold iron rods, seat of a bike etc.
Ÿ say that today we will learn "the sources of heat”.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

divide the class into six groups.
distribute the following activity sheet (one for each group).
ask the students to complete the sheet.
tell students that they make take help from the textbook.
ask students to see the figure given below and write how does it present heat production.
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What is the source of heat produc on shown in this ﬁgure?
……………………………………………………………………………………
Explain the phenomena of heat produc on that you
understand by this picture.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
What is the source of heat produc on shown in this ﬁgure?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Explain the phenomena of heat produc on that you
understand by this picture.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
What is the source of heat produc on shown in this ﬁgure?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Explain the phenomena of heat produc on that you
understand by this picture.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
What is the source of heat produc on shown in this ﬁgure?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Explain the phenomena of heat produc on that you
understand by this picture.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
What is the source of heat produc on shown in this ﬁgure?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Explain the phenomena of heat produc on that you
understand by this picture.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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Ÿ call the representatives from each group to present their work.
Ÿ reinforce the concept and show the following flow sheet.
Ÿ provide feedback to students on their work.
The biggest source of heat is
production

Heat production through
body metabolism

Sources of heat
production.

Thermal power stations

Burning of wood, oil
and gas

Electricity for ironing the cloths

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up
The teacher will:

Ÿ recap the lesson and add that heat is an essential requirement of life. It is used to keep warm our
body, ripening crops and fruits, keep the Earth's environment warm, melting of ice on the
mountains and in the preparation of many industrial products.
Ÿ conclude that the biggest source of heat is the sun, metabolism in the body cell, burning of wood,
coal and oil.
Ÿ say that production of electricity in thermal power stations and electricity is also used to produce
heat.
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5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ What is the biggest source of heat production?
Ÿ Where is the heat produced during metabolism?
Ÿ What are the different methods of heat production?

5 minutes

Homework

The teacher will ask students to write answers of the following questions in their notebooks and show it
to the class when they come the next day.
Q.1. Where do we use heat in our daily life?
Q.2. Briefly explain some sources of heat.
Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a worksheet # (GRADE 8, G. SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 5 Lesson 5,). Please make
sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish the lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting
the worksheet to the student.
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Lesson 6

EFFECTS OF HEAT

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Explain thermal expansion of solid, liquids and gases.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ All kinds of material objects are made of tiny particles such as atoms and molecules.
Ÿ When an object is heated, the object expands. This expansion of material objects on heating is
called thermal expansion.
Ÿ On the other hand, when an object is cooled, the object contracts. This contraction of material
objects is called thermal contraction.

Material/Resources Required
Writing board, board marker, textbook, six activity sheets.
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5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever heated an object?
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask the student, what have you noticed on heating of an object?
Expected response: often, it starts melting.
Ÿ tell, have you noticed any other change in objects specially solids on heating?

Expected response: apart from melting, solid objects experience changes in volume i.e. volume
usually increases as taught previously.
Ÿ ask, have you noticed any other change on cooling the heated objects?
Expected response: yes, we have noticed a decrease in the volume of objects on cooling.
Ÿ say, that today we will learn about "the effects of heat”.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ divide the students into six groups.
Ÿ distribute the following activity sheets (one for each group).
Ÿ ask the students to complete the sheet.
Ÿ tell students that they may take help from the textbook.

Ÿ ask students to see the figure given below and write how does it present heat production?
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Q.1 What have you observed when solids are heated?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Q.2 What have you observed when liquids are heated?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Q.3 What have you observed when gases are cooled?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Q.4 What have you observed when liquids are cooled?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Q.5. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word.
Ÿ When an object is heated, the object expands. This expansion of material objects on
heating is called ________________________________.
Ÿ On the other hand, when an object is cooled, the object contracts. This contraction of
material objects is called __________________________.
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Lesson 6
Ÿ call the representatives from each group to present their work.
Ÿ reinforce the concept and explain the behaviour of solids, liquids and gases on heating and on
cooling.
Ÿ provide feedback to students on their work.

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

The teacher will:
Ÿ recap the concept of thermal expansion and thermal contraction with examples.
Ÿ remind that expansion of material objects on heating is called thermal expansion.
Ÿ also, explain that when an object is cooled, the object contracts. This contraction of material objects
is called thermal contraction.
5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ Which one of the solid and liquid have more space in their molecules?
Ÿ What happens when solids are heated?
Ÿ What happens when liquids and gases are cooled?

5 minutes

Homework

The teacher will ask students to write answers of the following questions in their notebooks and show to
the class when they come the next day.
Q.1. Define thermal expansion and thermal contraction.
Q.2. Briefly explain the response of heat on solids and liquids and the behaviour of gases and liquids on
cooling.
Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a worksheet # (GRADE 8, G. SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 6 Lesson 6). Please make
sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish the lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting
the worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 7

THERMAL EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF SOLID

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Explore the effects and applications of expansion and contraction of solids.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ We know that material objects are made up of tiny particle; atoms and molecules.
Ÿ In solid objects these particles are strongly packed with each other.
Ÿ The motion of particles in solids is vibratory only, i.e., they move to and fro around their fixed
positions.
Ÿ When solids are heated, the vibratory motion of their particles (atoms and molecules) becomes fast
and they begin to push each other farther apart as shown in figure 9.6 at page # 125 of the textbook.
Ÿ This results into expansion of solids. Similarly, when solids are cooled, particles slow down, and
solids contract as shown in figure 9.7 at page # 125 of the textbook.
Ÿ The degree of expansion and contraction in solids depends on the nature of substances.
Ÿ Some solids expand or contract very little and we may not notice their expansion or contraction on
heating or cooling.
Ÿ Different metals expand or contract at different rates. For example; one meter long brass rod
increases 1 mm in length when its temperature increases by 100 0C but iron rod of the same length
expands only 0.6 mm for the same increase in temperature.
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Material/Resources Required
Writing board, marker, charts, metallic, sphere, metallic rod ring, chain, stand, burner or spirit lamp, etc.

5 minutes

Introduction

The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, what are solids?
Expected response: solids have definite shape and definite volume.
Ÿ ask, do you know about the structure of solids?
Expected response: in solids, the molecules are tightly packed.
Ÿ ask them, what is temperature?
Expected response: the measurement of hotness and coldness of a body is called temperature.
Ÿ ask the students, what is the effect of temperature on solids?
Expected response: solids contract on cooling and expand on heating.
Ÿ say, today we are going to learn about, “the effects and applications of expansion and contraction of
solids.”
20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

perform an activity with the entire class.
take a metallic sphere which can pass easily through a ring as shown in figure “a” below.
remove the sphere out of the ring with the help of the chain attached to it.
heat the sphere to a high temperature and put it on the ring
in order to pass it through the ring as shown in figure “b” below.
show that the metallic sphere will not pass through the ring; it means solid expands on heating.
cool the sphere at room temperature and put it on the ring, sphere will pass through the ring, it
means solid contracts on cooling.
Ÿ ask the students to repeat the same experiment two-three times.
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Activity 2
5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

The teacher will:
Ÿ On heating the vibratory motion of particles (atoms and molecules) of solid becomes fast and they
begin to push each other farther apart resulting expansion of the solid object.
Ÿ When solids are cooled, the particles slow down and solids contract.
Ÿ Solids expand on heating and contract on cooling.
5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ What are solids? Give a few examples.
Ÿ What is the effect of temperature on solids?

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. Give some examples of hydrostatic pressure.
Q.2. Through an experiment prove that water pressure acts perpendicularly.
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a worksheet # (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 7 Lesson 7,). Please make sure
that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish the lecture. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting
the worksheet to the student.
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Grade 8
Lesson 8

APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL EXPANSION
AND CONTRACTION OF SOLIDS

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Investigate the processes making use of thermal expansion of substance.

Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1

Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Thermal expansion and contraction are used for different purposes. One of its use is Riveting.
Riveting:
Ÿ A rivet is a small, cylindrical and smooth shaft whose one end is swollen (called head), while the
other end is flat (called buck-tail) as shown in figure.9.8 at page # 128 of the textbook.
Ÿ Hot rivets are used to join the metal plates.
Ÿ The process in which two metal plates are joined by means of rivets is called riveting.
Ÿ For joining the two steel plates, they are placed one above the other and holes are drilled through
them.
Ÿ The rivet is heated to make it red hot and is inserted in the holes of the plates as shown in figure.9.9a at page # 128 of the textbook.
Ÿ The ends of the rivet are then hammered into a round shape as shown in figure.9.9-b at page # 128
of the textbook.
Ÿ When the rivet cools and contracts, it firmly grips the plate's together as shown in figure 9.9-c at
page # 128 of the textbook.
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Grade 8
Lesson 8
Material/Resources Required
Writing board, marker, charts, steel plate, hot rivets, burner, hammer etc.

5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, what are solids?
Expected response: solids have definite shape and definite volume.
Ÿ ask, do you know the structure of solids?
Expected response: in solids, the molecules are tightly packed.
Ÿ ask them, what is temperature?

Expected response: the measurement of hotness and coldness of a body is called temperature.
Ÿ ask the students, what is the effect of temperature on solids?
Expected response: solids contract on cooling and expand on heating.
Ÿ say, today we are going to learn about, “the effects and applications of expansion and contraction of
solids.”
Ÿ say, do you know that we can apply this effect for solving different problems in our daily life?
Expected response: yes/no.
Ÿ say, “today we are going to learn about riveting which is an application of expansion and contraction
of solids.”

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ take two metallic steel rods and make holes by drilling through them.
Ÿ take a rivet and heat it to make it soft.
Ÿ place both rods on rivet set as shown in the figure given below.
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Lesson 8

Ÿ insert the hot rivet in the holes of plates.
Ÿ hammer the ends of rivet into a round shape.
Ÿ grip the rivet and the plates together on cooling down.
Ÿ call two-three students to repeat the same activity according to the instructions.
Activity 2
5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up
Ÿ Solids expand on heating and contract on cooling.
Ÿ Riveting process is used to join two or more than two metallic objects.

5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ Define rivet.
Ÿ Define riveting.
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Lesson 8

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. Differentiate between thermal expansion and thermal compression.
Q.2. How two steel plates are joined by riveting?
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a worksheet (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 8, Lesson Plan # 8). Please make
sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is given a
worksheet before you finish lesson. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting the
worksheet to the students.
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Grade 8
Lesson 9

FIXING A METAL TYRE OVER THE WHEEL

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Investigate the processes making use of thermal expansion of substance.
Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes / period-1
Period 1
Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Thermal expansion and thermal compression are used for different purposes. One of its use is

given below:
Fixing a Metal Tyre Over the Wheel
Ÿ The metal tyres which are fixed over the wooden wheels of the carts are slightly smaller than
the wheels when they are cold.
Ÿ On heating, the metal tyres expand and their diameter increase.
Ÿ Then the hot tyre can easily be fitted onto the wheel.
Ÿ On cooling, the metal tyres contract and fit over the wheel tightly as shown in figure 9.10 at
page 129 of the textbook.

Material/Resources Required
Writing board, marker, charts, steel plate, metal tyre, wooden wheel, axle, burner etc, six activity
sheets.
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5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, what is the effect of temperature on solids?
Expected response: solids contract on cooling and expand on heating.
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever seen the wheel of a vehicle?
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever seen a metal tyre?
Expected response: yes/no
Ÿ say, metal tyre is like rim of bicycle and use to fit in the other tyre.

Ÿ tell the students that today we will learn about “Fixing a metal tyre over the wheel and axle into a
wheel”.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ heat the metal rim, it will expand due to heat.
Ÿ fix the expanded rim onto the wheel.
Ÿ allow it to cool down by pouring water on the rim.
Ÿ divide the class into six groups.
Ÿ provide the following activity sheet to each group and ask them to complete it.
Ÿ instruct them to take help from the textbook.
Activity sheet

Ÿ The figures are given below in column A. Observe these and write the process of fixing a metal tyre
over a wheel (only three steps) in column B.
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Column - A

Column-A

Ÿ distribute this activity sheet among the students and ask them to respond to the items
mentioned in the activity sheet.
Ÿ appreciate students for their responses and provide feedback where required.
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Activity 2
5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up
Ÿ Solids expand on heating and contract on cooling.
Ÿ Metal tyre can be mounted over wooden wheel by heating it.

5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions.
Ÿ Define wheel.
Ÿ Define thermal expansion.

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. What is the advantage of a wheel?
Q.2. How metal rim is mounted over the wheel?
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a worksheet (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 9, Lesson Plan # 9, Period-1).
Please make sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every
student is given a worksheet before you finish lesson. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of
attempting the worksheet to the students.
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Grade 8
Lesson 9

FIXING AXLE INTO A WHEEL
Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Investigate the processes making use of thermal expansion of substance.
Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /period-2
Period 1
Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Thermal expansion and thermal compression are used for different purposes. One of its use is fixing
axle into a wheel as given below:
Fixing axle into a wheel
Ÿ This method is mostly used to fit in the axle of a train wheels.
Ÿ In this method, contraction is used instead of thermal expansion.
Ÿ The diameter of an axle is slightly larger than the hub of the metal wheel.
Ÿ The axle is placed in liquid nitrogen which is below -1960 C temperature.
Ÿ The axle cools and contracts.
Ÿ It is then inserted into the hub of the wheel and is allowed to come at room temperature.
Ÿ At room temperature, axle expands and fits into the wheel tightly as show in the figure 9.11 at page
# 129 of the textbook.

Material/Resources Required
Writing board, marker, charts, steel plate, metal tyre, wooden wheel, axle, burner etc, six activity sheets.
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5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, what is the effect of temperature on solids?
Expected response: solids contract on cooling and expand on heating.
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever seen the wheel of a vehicle?
Expected response: yes, several times.
Ÿ ask the students, have you ever seen a metal tyre?
Expected response: yes/no
Ÿ tell, metal tyre is like the rim of bicycle, we use it to fit in the wooden wheel.
Ÿ say, today we will study about the “fixing of an axle into a wheel”.

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ take a metallic rod and two round shaped card boards.
Ÿ make holes in the centre of both the cardboards.
Ÿ insert a metallic rod in both the cardboards as shown in the figure given below.
Ÿ call two to three students to perform this activity according to the instructions.
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Ÿ divide the class into six groups.
Ÿ provide the following activity sheet to each group and ask them to complete it.
Ÿ instruct them to take help from the textbook.
Activity Sheet
Look at the pictures given below and write the complete process of fixing of an axle into a
wheel.

Ÿ call each group members randomly to present their work in front of the class.
Ÿ provide feedback where required.
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Lesson 9
Activity 2
5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

The teacher will:
Ÿ Solids expand on heating and contract on cooling. This phenomenon is useful in many processes.
Ÿ Axle can be inserted into a wheel by thermal contraction.

5 minutes

Assessment
For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions:
Ÿ Define wheel.
Ÿ Define axle.

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. What is the advantage of a wheel and axle?
Q.2. Differentiate between wheel and axle.
Worksheet

This lesson plan contains a worksheet (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 9, Lesson Plan # 9, Period-2).
Please make sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every
student is given a worksheet before you finish lesson. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of
attempting the worksheet to the students.
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Lesson 10
EFFECTS OF EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF SOLIDS IN EVERYDAY LIFE
(Expansion gaps in concrete roads, railway tracks and expansion of bridges)

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Investigate the means used by scientist and engineers to overcome the problems of expansion and
contraction in everyday life.
Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1
Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Thermal expansion and contraction of solids affects various daily life projects.
Ÿ This damage the concrete of the road surface, railway tracks, steel bridges, overhead telephone and
electricity wires and metallic pipes lines etc.
Ÿ Special attention is paid to avoid the harmful effects of thermal expansion and contractions,
therefore different techniques are used in various projects to avoid such damages.
Ÿ Expansion gaps in concrete roads is a technique used to avoid road surface cracks.
Ÿ In hot summer, the concrete used to build roads expands. If no space is provided for its expansion,
the road surface cracks.
Ÿ To avoid such damage, small gaps are left after every few meters in the construction of concrete
roads or footpaths.
Ÿ Two sections of a railway track are not welded together. Instead, they are laid with gaps between
them. This allows expansion and contraction of rails during summer and winter seasons.
Ÿ If there are no gaps in the sections of railway tracks, they may de-shape due to expansion in
summer.
Ÿ Iron girders are used in the construction of bridges. One end of each girder is ﬁxed while the other
end rests on the rollers. A gap is also left at this end. This way, the girder can move forward or
backward during expansion or contraction.
Ÿ If there is no expansion gap, bridges may get damaged.
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Material/Resources Required
Writing board, markers, four iron stands, four meter rods, copper wire, four metallic ball, Bunsen burner or
sprit lamp, match box etc.

5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:
Ÿ ask the students, “what is thermal expansion?”

Expected response: The expansion of material objects on heating is called thermal expansion.
Ÿ ask the students, “what is thermal contraction?”
Expected response: when an object is cooled, the object contracts. This contraction of material
objects are called thermal contraction.
Ÿ tell, “can you name some structures that you have seen while coming to school?”
Expected response: road, buildings, railway track and bridge etc.
Ÿ ask, “do you think that thermal expansion and contraction can damage these structures?”
Expected response: yes.
Ÿ say, today we will study the techniques used to avoid such damages in roads, bridges and railway
lines.

20 minutes

Development

10 minutes

Activity 1
The teacher will:
Ÿ divide the class in to four groups.

Ÿ provide the apparatus to each group to perform an activity (iron stand, Bunsen burner or sprit
lamp, copper wire, match box, metallic ball).
Ÿ provide the following activity sheet to each group.
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Activity Sheet-1
Arrange the apparatus according to figures given below.
Measure the length of copper wire before heating and record it in column 1 of the table. (Fig.1)
Heat the copper wire for few minutes (Fig.2) and record the increased in the length in column 2.
Now, remove the burner and make the wire cool it down (Fig.3). After complete cooling, measure
the length of the wire again and record it in column 3 of the table.
Calculate the difference and record in column 4.
Discuss in your group, what effects heat created on the metallic wire when heated and cooled it
down.

Fig-1
1

2

Fig-2
3

Length of the copper wire:
before
hea ng.
(mm)

a er hea ng.
(mm)

a er cool
down.
(mm)

Fig-3
4

5

Length
increased due
to hea ng the
wire. (mm)

The eﬀects of heat created on
the metallic wire when heated
and cooled it down. (increased
or decreased, why?)

Teacher will instruct the groups to:
Ÿ exchange their sheets with other groups to know what they have done.
Ÿ summarize the entire activity and will provide feedback to students.
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10 minutes

Activity 2
The teacher will:
Ÿ work in same four groups.
Ÿ provide the following activity sheet to each group
Ÿ ask questions and tell students to write their responses in the space provided.
Activity Sheet-2

1. Keeping in view the eﬀects of thermal expansion and contrac on of solids, observe ﬁgure-1
and 2 given below and answer the ques ons given at the end.

By which phenomena the road (ﬁg.1) is
damaged?
……………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

How this road (ﬁg.2) is prevented from being
damaged?
……………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

2. Two sec ons of a railway track are not welded together. Instead, they are laid with gaps
between them. (Figure.1 with gap and ﬁgure.2 without gaps)
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Why gaps are laid between the railway tracks
(ﬁg.1)?
…………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………

Why the railway tracks are de-shaped in
ﬁgure.2?
…………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………

3. Iron girders are used in the construc on of bridges. (Figure.1 and 2). Keeping in view the
thermal contrac on and expansion, answer the ques on given under each ﬁgure.

In ﬁgure.1 both ends of the girder are ﬁxed?
Will it tolerate the thermal eﬀect?
…………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………

In ﬁgure.2 one end of the girder of the bridge is
moveable. Why?
…………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………

5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

Ÿ Thermal expansion and contraction of solids have harmful effects in our various daily life projects
e.g. concrete of the road surface, railway tracks, steel bridges, overhead telephone and electricity
wires and metallic pipes lines etc.
Ÿ Special technique used to avoid road surface cracks by providing space, similarly, gaps are laid
between railway tracks otherwise they are de-shaped due to thermal effects.
Ÿ In bridge constructions one end of each girder is kept ﬁxed while the other end rests on the rollers
girder, which can move forward or backward during expansion or contraction hence protecting
bridge from damage.
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5 minutes

Assessment

For assessment purpose, the teacher will ask the following questions.
Ÿ What happens if no gaps are left in railway track?
Ÿ What strategy is used to avoid damages in a bridge from thermal expansion and contraction?
Ÿ How the concrete surface of the roads is protected from being damaged?
5 minutes

Homework

The teacher will ask students to write answers of the following questions on their notebooks.
Q.1. What techniques are used to prevent bridges, roads and railway tracks from the effects of the
thermal expansion and contraction?
Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a worksheet (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 10, Lesson Plan # 10). Please
make sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is
given a worksheet before you finish lesson. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting
the worksheet to the students.
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Lesson 11
OVERHEAD POWER LINES AND TELEPHONE WIRES, LARGE BENDS IN PIPES.
(Effects of expansion and contraction of solids in everyday life)

Student Learning Outcomes
Ÿ Investigate the means used by scientist and engineers to overcome the problems of expansion and
contraction in everyday life.
Duration/Number of Period/s
40 minutes /1 period
Period 1
Aa
CBb
c

40 minutes

Information for Teachers

Ÿ Special attention is paid to deal with thermal expansion and contraction of solids in various
construction projects in our daily life.
Ÿ To avoid the harmful effects of thermal expansion and contraction of solids, different techniques
are used in different ways.
Ÿ Overhead telephone and electricity wires installed on poles expand during hot weather and
contract in cold weather.
Ÿ This may cause the damage of wires.
Ÿ To avoid such damage, the wires between two poles are given a certain amount of sag so that they
may contract in winter without snapping.
Ÿ Same thing may happen with metallic pipes through which hot or cold liquid or gas ﬂows. Thermal
expansion and contraction crack these pipes.
Ÿ These pipes are often given bends so that they may expand or contract without cracking.
Material/Resources Required
Writing board, markers, four iron stands, four meter rods, copper wire, four metallic ball, Bunsen burner or
sprit lamp, match box etc.
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5 minutes

Introduction
The teacher will:

Ÿ recall students that yesterday we discussed about the harmful effects of thermal expansion and
contraction of solids in various construction projects. Can you mention some of these?
Expected response:
Ÿ small gaps are left after every few meters in the construction of concrete roads or footpaths to avoid
road surface gaps.
Ÿ two sections of a railway track are not welded together to avoid the de-shaping of the track.
Ÿ one end of each girder in bridges is ﬁxed while the other end rests on the rollers for movement in
case of expansion or contraction.
Ÿ now say, “we will continue to learn the effects of expansion and contraction of solids in everyday
life. Today, we will learn that “how their effects on overhead power lines and telephone wires, large
bend in pipes can be avoided?”

20 minutes

Development

20 minutes

Activity
The teacher will:
Ÿ divide the class into four groups.
Ÿ provide an activity sheet to each group.

Ÿ tell students, to look at the figures first, discuss it among the groups and then write their responses
in the space provided.
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1. What is the effect of hot and cold weather on overhead power lines?
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….….….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
2. Observe the effect of winter and summer on overhead power lines; describe what happens if the
wires between two poles are not given a certain amount of sag.
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….….….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…

3. The pipes through which hot or cold liquid/gas ﬂows are often given bends. Why?
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….….….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
4. In cold regions you see a straight pipeline. What will be the result on thermal expansion or
contraction?
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….….….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….….….….….….….…
Ÿ ask the groups to exchange their sheets with one another to see what they have done.
Ÿ appreciate students for their correct responses and provide feedback where required.
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5 minutes

Conclusion/Sum up

Ÿ Thermal expansion and contraction of solids in construction projects cause the harmful effects, as
the telephone and electricity wires expand during hot weather and contract in cold weather and
that causes the damage of wires.
Ÿ To avoid such damage, the wires are given a certain amount of sag.
Ÿ These wires may contract in winter without snapping.
Ÿ Similarly, the metallic pipes may crack due to thermal expansion and contraction. Therefore, these
are given bends so that they may expand or contract without cracking.
5 minutes

Assessment
The teacher will assess students' learning through the following questions:
Ÿ What happens if pipes are given bend in cold region?
Ÿ Why the positions of electricity and telephone wires change in summer and winter.

5 minutes

Homework
Ask the students to write answer of the following question on their notebooks.

Ÿ Explain the damages which are caused by expansion or contraction on water pipes and electricity
wires.
Worksheet
This lesson plan contains a worksheet (GRADE 8, SCIENCE, WORKSHEET # 11, Lesson Plan # 11). Please
make sure that you obtain the required number of copies before the start of the class and every student is
given a worksheet before you finish lesson. Please also make sure to explain the instructions of attempting
the worksheet to the students.
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